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Abstract
Emotion recognition plays an important role in human-
computer interaction (HCI) and has been extensively stud-
ied for decades. Although tremendous improvements have
been achieved for posed expressions, recognizing human
emotions in “close-to-real-world” environments remains a
challenge. In this paper, we proposed two strategies to fuse
information extracted from different modalities, i.e., audio
and visual. Specifically, we utilized LBP-TOP, an ensem-
ble of CNNs, and a bi-directional LSTM (BLSTM) to ex-
tract features from the visual channel, and the OpenSmile
toolkit to extract features from the audio channel. Two
kinds of fusion methods, i,e., feature-level fusion and model-
level fusion, were developed to utilize the information ex-
tracted from the two channels. Experimental results on
the EmotiW2018 AFEW dataset have shown that the pro-
posed fusion methods outperform the baseline methods sig-
nificantly and achieve better or at least comparable perfor-
mance compared with the state-of-the-art methods, where
the model-level fusion performs better when one of the
channels totally fails.
1 INTRODUCTION
Extensive efforts have been devoted to emotion recogni-
tion because of a wide range of applications in HCI. Recog-
nizing human emotions from facial displays is still a chal-
lenging problem due to head pose variations, illumination
changes, and identity-related attributes, which, however, do
not affect the information extracted from the audio chan-
nel. Human affective behavior is multimodal naturally. Re-
searchers have been investing significant efforts in explor-
ing how to build the best model to effectively exploit infor-
mation from multiple modalities [33].
We are motivated by the fact that voice and facial ex-
pression are highly correlated when conveying emotions.
For example, without looking at a face, we would know
that a person is happy when hearing laughter. In this paper,
we developed a feature-level fusion method and a model-
level fusion technique by exploiting the information from
both audio and visual channels. For the feature-level fu-
sion, the audio features and three different types of visual
features are concatenated to construct a joint feature vec-
tor. The model-level fusion explicitly handles differences
in time scale, time shift, and metrics from different signals.
The audio information and visual information are extracted
and employed for emotion recognition independently; and
then these unimodal recognition results are combined via
a probabilistic framework, i.e., a Bayesian network in this
work. Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed audiovisual feature-
level fusion and model-level fusion frameworks.
Experimental results on the EmotiW 2018 AFEW
database have shown that both of the proposed fusion meth-
ods significantly outperform the baseline unimodal recogni-
tion methods and also achieve better or comparable perfor-
mance compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
2 RELATEDWORK
Facial activity plays a significant role in emotion recog-
nition. One of the major steps is to extract the most dis-
criminative features that are capable of capturing appear-
ance and geometry facial changes. These features can be
roughly divided into two categories: human designed and
learned features. Most recently, CNNs [18, 34, 3, 5, 4,
47, 46, 30] have achieved promising recognition perfor-
mance under real-world conditions as demonstrated in the
recent EmotiW2017 [27, 22, 43] and EmotiW2018 [25]
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Figure 1: The flowchart of the proposed feature-level fusion and model-level fusion framework.
challenges.
Speech/voice is another important means for human
communication. As elaborated in the survey paper [51],
the most popular features for audio-based emotion recog-
nition include prosodic features, e.g., pitch-related features,
energy-related features, zero crossing, formant, teager en-
ergy operator, fundamental frequency (F0), speech rate,
and spectral features. Studies show that pitch-related and
energy-related features are the most important audio fea-
tures for affect recognition. Most recently, some spectrum
features, such as Linear Prediction Coefficients [32], Linear
Prediction Cepstrum Coefficients [1], Mel-Frequency Cep-
strum Coefficients [8] and its first derivative, are employed
for emotion recognition. RASTA-PLP [21] is another pop-
ular audio feature, which combines Relative Spectral Trans-
form [20] and Perceptual Linear Prediction [19].
Furthermore, audiovisual fusion for emotion recognition
has received an increasing interest. Previous approaches
on audiovisual emotion recognition can be roughly divided
into three categories: feature-level fusion, decision-level fu-
sion, and model-level fusion.
Feature-level fusion directly combines audio and visual
features into a joint feature vector [51] and trains a classifier
on top of it for emotion recognition. Recently, deep learning
has been utilized for learning features from both audio and
visual input [23, 12]. For example, Kahou et al. [12] em-
ployed audio features, aggregated CNN features, and RNN
features as input for a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). Yao et
al. [50] utilized the AU-aware features and their latent rela-
tions and then fed the concatenated features into a group of
SVMs to make prediction.
Decision-level fusion combines recognition results from
two modalities assuming that audio and visual signals are
conditionally independent of each other [51, 50, 12, 14, 48],
while there are strong semantic and dynamic relationships
between audio and visual channels. For example, Yao et
al. [50, 49] performed the decision-level fusion by aver-
aging prediction scores of individual classification scores.
In [23, 12, 14, 48, 22], fusion by weighted scores of indi-
vidual models were used instead of taking average over all
different models.
Model-level fusion exploits correlation between audio
and visual channels [51] and is usually performed in a prob-
abilistic manner. For example, coupled, tripled, or mul-
tistream fused HMMs [52] were developed by integrating
multiple component HMMs, each of which corresponds to
one modality, e.g., audio or visual, respectively. Fragpana-
gos et al. [15] and Caridakis et al. [6] used an ANN to per-
form fusion of different modalities. Sebe et al. [40] em-
ployed a Bayesian network to recognize expressions from
audio and facial activities. Chen et al. [7] employed Multi-
ple Kernel Learning (MKL) to find an optimal combination
of the features from two modalities.
3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Audiovisual Feature Extraction
In our work, information is extracted from both audio
and visual channels. Specifically, for the audio channel, we
utilized a set of low-level spectral or voicing related feature
descriptors and voice/unvoice durational features; for the
visual channel, we employed both human-crafted features,
i.e., LBP-TOP [55], and features learned by a CNN and a bi-
directional LSTM. Finally, we combined audio and visual
information for emotion recognition given a video clip.
3.1.1 Audio Features
In this work, audio signal was extracted from video at a
sampling rate of 48 kHz and 160k bps. Then, a feature
set of 1582 audio features, which was used in the INTER-
SPEECH 2010 Paralinguistic challenge [39], was extracted
by OpenSMILE [13]. The feature set is comprised of 34
spectral related low-level audio feature descriptors (LLDs)
with their delta coefficients ×21 functionals, 4 voicing re-
lated LLDs with their delta coefficients ×19 functionals,
and 2 voiced/unvoiced durational features. In addition, PCA
was utilized to compress the features. Specifically, the first
20 principal components were preserved.
3.1.2 LBP-TOP-based Visual Features
Following the EmotiW 2018 baseline paper [10], we ex-
tracted LBP-TOP features [55] (3 × 59 dimensions) from
non-overlapping spatial 4 × 4 blocks. The LBP-TOP fea-
tures from all blocks are concatenated to create one feature
vector. Then, we employed PCA for dimensionality reduc-
tion and preserved the first 150 principal components.
3.1.3 Visual Features by An Ensemble of CNNs
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CNN structure
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Figure 2: An illustration of k-average temporal pooling.
In this work, two CNN architectures, i.e., a VGG-Face
network [37] and a shallow CNN [5], were employed as
our backbone CNNs. Starting from the pre-trained VGG-
Face model [37], the VGG-Face CNN was first fine-tuned
on the CK+ dataset [31], the MMI dataset [36], the Oulu-
CASIA dataset [54], the RAF-DB dataset [28], and ExpW
dataset [53], and then fine-tuned on the AFEW training set.
The shallow CNN was pre-trained on the aforementioned
five datasets and also the FER-2013 dataset [17], and then
fine-tuned on the AFEW training set.
To further improve performance, an island loss [5],
which was designed to simultaneously reduce the intra-class
variations and increase the inter-class differences, and the
softmax loss were jointly used as the supervision signal to
train the CNNs. The island loss denoted as LIL is defined
as the summation of the center loss [44] and the pairwise
distances between class centers in the feature space:
LIL = 1
2
m∑
i=1
‖xi−cyi‖22+λ1
∑
cj∈N
∑
ck∈N
ck 6=cj
(
ck · cj
‖ck‖2‖cj‖2
+ 1
)
(1)
where N is the set of emotion labels; ck and cj denote the
kth and jth emotion center with L2 norm ‖ck‖2 and ‖cj‖2 ,
respectively; (·) represents the dot product. Specifically,
the first term penalizes the distance between the sample and
its corresponding center, and the second term penalizes the
similarity between emotions. λ1 is used to balance the two
terms. By minimizing the island loss, samples of the same
emotion will get closer to each other and those of different
emotions will be pushed apart.
Inspired by ensemble learning techniques, we built an
ensemble of 40 CNNs, half of which employed the VGG-
Face structures and the others used the shallow CNN struc-
tures. In addition, for each network structure, half of the
models used both the softmax loss and the island loss, while
the others used only the softmax loss. Each frame was fed
into the 40 trained CNNs. Then the average scores of the
softmax layer outputs of the 40 CNNs are employed as the
per-frame feature.
In order to capture temporal information, we employed
k-average temporal pooling as described in [12]. The per-
frame CNN features are averaged into k bins to generate a
k-dimensional vectors as the per-video-clip feature. In this
work, k was set to 7 empirically. As a result, the per-video-
clip CNN features are 49 dimensions. For videos with less
than k frames, the frames are locally repeated until the im-
age length reaches k. In addition, when the number of
frames cannot be evenly divided by k, several frames at the
head and the tail of each video clip are discarded. Fig. 2
illustrates how the k-average temporal pooling works.
3.1.4 Visual Features Learned by a CNN-BLSTM
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Figure 3: The proposed CNN-BLSTM framework.
As shown in Fig. 3, a hybrid CNN-BLSTM network
was designed for video-level prediction. Specifically, CNN
features of the fine-tuned VGG-Face model were fed into
a two-layer BLSTM. Next, features from both directions
of the BLSTM were concatenated and then connected to
a dense layer (512 dimensions). Finally, a softmax layer
was employed to predict the emotion label of the video se-
quence. During training, a series of 20 images were ran-
domly chosen from each video clip and their CNN features
were used as the BLSTM inputs. For testing, a series of
20 evenly spaced images were chosen for each video clip.
For videos with less than 20 frames, the frames are locally
repeated until the image length reaches 20.
3.2 Audiovisual Feature-Level Fusion
In our work, the four types of features are directly ex-
tracted from the whole video clip and concatenated to form
a joint feature vector. As shown in Fig. 4, the input fea-
tures to the feature-level fusion are: (1) the first 20 prin-
cipal components of the audio features, (2) the first 150
principal components of the LBP-TOP features, (3) the 49-
dimensional (7× 7 bins) CNN features, and (4) the first 50
principal components of the BLSTM features. Hence, we
can obtain a joint feature vector consisting of 269 features
for each video clip, which was fed to a linear SVM for emo-
tion classification.
In order to deal with the difference in metrics when ex-
tracting features from the four models/channels, the features
were first normalized for each of the 269 dimensions to zero
mean and unit variance across all samples. Then, each fea-
ture in the joint feature vector was normalized to zero mean
and unit variance across all 269 dimensions.
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Figure 4: The proposed feature-level fusion framework.
3.3 Audiovisual Model-Level Fusion
Emotion
CNNM BLSTMMLBP-TOPMMAudio
Hidden Node
Measurement
      Node
Figure 5: A BN model for the model-level fusion. The un-
shaded node represents the hidden node of emotion. The
shaded nodes are measurements from the four classifiers of
emotion recognition. The directed links between the hid-
den node and the measurement nodes represent measure-
ment uncertainty associated with each classifier.
In this work, we employed a Bayesian Network (BN) for
model-level fusion as illustrated in Fig. 5. A BN is a di-
rected acyclic graph, where the shaded nodes are measure-
ment nodes whose states are available during inference and
the unshaded node is the hidden node whose state can be
estimated by probabilistic inference over the BN.
Particularly, the four measurement nodes correspond to
the four emotion recognition methods employing the four
types of features, i.e., audio features, LBP-TOP features,
CNN features, and CNN-BLSTM features, respectively.
SVMs were employed for classification using each type of
features. The directed links between the hidden node “Emo-
tion” and the measurement nodes represent the measure-
ment uncertainty associated with each measurement node,
i.e., the recognition accuracy using each method, which can
be estimated on the validation set. During inference, the
final decision is made by maximizing the posterior proba-
bility given observations from all measurements:
Emotion
∗
=argmaxP
(
Emotion|M
Audio
,M
LBP−TOP,MCNN,MBLSTM
)
(2)
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Experimental Dataset
The proposed fusion methods were evaluated on the
Acted Facial Expressions in the Wild (AFEW) [9] dataset.
The AFEW dataset is a dynamic facial expression dataset
consisting of short video clips, which are collected from
scenes in movies/TV shows with natural head pose move-
ments, occlusions and various illuminations. Each of the
video clips has been labeled as one of seven expressions:
anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, and neu-
tral. The subjects are diverse in race, age, and gender. The
dataset is divided into three partitions: a training set (773), a
validation set (383), and a test set (653) such that the data in
those three sets are coming from mutually exclusive movies
and actors. The test set labels are held by the challenge or-
ganizers and unknown to the public.
4.2 Preprocessing
Face alignment was employed on each image based on
centers of two eyes and nose. The aligned facial images
were then resized to 60 × 60 for the shallow CNN and
256 × 256 for the VGG-Face CNN. For data augmentation
purpose, 48× 48 patches and 224× 224 patches were ran-
domly cropped from the 60 × 60 images and 256 × 256
images, and then rotated by a random degree between -5◦
and 5◦, respectively. The rotated images were horizontally
flipped randomly as the input of all CNNs.
4.3 Experimental Results
The proposed two fusion methods were evaluated and
compared with the four baseline methods based on (1) au-
dio, (2) LBP-TOP, (3) an ensemble of CNNs, and (4) CNN-
BLSTM, respectively. As shown in Table 1, the deep learn-
ing based features (the ensemble CNN features and the
CNN-BLSTM features) achieved better recognition perfor-
mance than the human crafted audio/visual features among
the baseline methods. Both the proposed fusion methods
improve the baseline unimodal methods employing a single
type of features with a large margin.
Table 1: Performance comparison on the validation and test
sets in terms of the average recognition accuracy of the 7
emotions.
Method Channel Validation Test
Hu et. al [22] audio, visual 59.01 60.34
Fan et. al [14] audio, visual – 59.02
Vielzeuf et. al [43] audio, visual – 58.81
Yao et. al [49] audio, visual 51.96 57.84
Ouyang et. al [35] audio, visual – 57.20
Kim et. al [26] audio, visual 50.39 57.12
Yan et. al [48] audio, visual – 56.66
Wu et. al [45] audio, visual – 55.31
Kaya et. al [24] audio, visual 57.02 54.55
Ding et. al [11] audio, visual 51.20 53.96
Yao et. al [50] audio, visual 49.09 53.80
Kaya et. al [23] audio, visual 52.30 53.62
Kahou et. al [12] audio, visual – 52.88
Sun et. al [42] audio, visual – 51.43
Pini et. al [38] audio, visual 49.92 50.39
Li et. al [29] audio, visual – 50.46
Gideon et. al [16] audio, visual 38.81 46.88
Bargal et. al [2] visual 59.42 56.66
Sun et. al [41] visual 50.67 50.14
Audio (baseline) audio 35.51 –
LBP-TOP (baseline) visual 38.90 –
CNN (baseline) visual 47.00 –
CNN-BLSTM (baseline) visual 49.09 –
Feature-level fusion audio, visual 53.79 56.81
Model-level fusion audio, visual 54.83 54.06
4.4 Analysis of Fusion Methods
As shown in Table 1, the feature-level fusion method
achieved the best result with the performance of 56.81%
on the test set; while the model-level fusion achieved a bet-
ter result on the validation set compared to the feature-level
fusion. This may be because the measurement uncertainty
measured from the validation set is different from that on
the test set.
Although the average recognition performance was im-
proved significantly by using the fusion-based methods
compared to all of the baseline methods, the improvement
for recognizing disgust, fear, and surprise was marginal as
compared to the best baseline methods, i.e., the two deep
learning based methods on the validation set. Furthermore,
the feature-level fusion method failed to recognize disgust,
fear, and surprise on the test set. This is because all of the
four types of features could not well characterize these three
expressions: the recognition accuracies of the four baseline
methods are all below 50% for these expressions. In con-
trast, by considering the measurement uncertainty in a prob-
abilistic manner, the model-level fusion yielded the best re-
sults on recognizing these difficult expressions on the vali-
dation set. These observations imply that the feature-level
fusion may further boost the recognition performance of
those expressions that can be well recognized by a single
type of features, while the model-level fusion may be em-
ployed to improve the recognition performance of the diffi-
cult expressions.
5 CONCLUSION
We proposed two novel audiovisual fusion methods by
exploiting audio features, LBP-TOP-based features, CNN-
based features, and CNN-BLSTM features. Both the pro-
posed fusion methods significantly outperform the baseline
methods that employ a single type of feature in terms of the
average recognition performance. In the future, more ad-
vanced techniques will be developed to improve the audio-
based emotion recognition by exploring deep learning based
approaches.
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